Materials science is undergoing profound changes due to advances in characterization instrumentation that have resulted in an explosion of data in terms of volume, velocity, variety and complexity. Harnessing these data for scientific research requires an evolution of the associated computing and data infrastructure, bridging scientific instrumentation with super-and cloudcomputing. Here, we describe Universal Spectroscopy and Imaging Data (USID), a data model capable of representing data from most common instruments, modalities, dimensionalities, and sizes. We pair this schema with the hierarchical data file format (HDF5) to maximize compatibility, exchangeability, traceability, and reproducibility. We discuss a family of community-driven, open-source, and free python software packages for storing, processing and visualizing data. The first is pyUSID which provides the tools to read and write USID HDF5 files in addition to a scalable framework for parallelizing data analysis. The second is Pycroscopy, which provides algorithms for scientific analysis of nanoscale imaging and spectroscopy modalities and is built on top of pyUSID and USID. The instrument-agnostic nature of USID facilitates the development of analysis code independent of instrumentation and task in Pycroscopy which in turn can bring scientific communities together and break down barriers in the age of openscience. The interested reader is encouraged to be a part of this ongoing community-driven effort to collectively accelerate materials research and discovery through the realms of big data.
Introduction
The rapidly decreasing cost of both computational power and storage in the past three decades, combined with advances in sensors and processing, has led to dramatic increases in the quality, quantity and complexity of data captured across a plethora of fields, ranging from weather satellites, personal healthcare devices, and social media to scientific imaging.
Here we focus on scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), which has emerged as one of the most powerful tools for material structure and functionality characterization at the atomic scale. The development of aberration correction [1] [2] [3] [4] , followed by its integration into commercial microscopes, has enabled the spread of routine atomic resolution imaging. Besides increasing the number of facilities producing such results, this development has increased the density and type of data available, for example, allowing spectroscopy from single atoms, 5 and extended the dimensionality of the data, such as from imaging to 3D focal series 6 . Other imaging modes such as 4D STEM, promise further increases in both spatial resolution and data dimensionality. [7] [8] [9] The data can be much more precise [10] [11] [12] and quantitative 13, 14 allowing, subtle details, such as changes in shape, to be directly related to various physical properties 13, [15] [16] [17] .
Similarly, recent technical advances in monochromation [18] [19] [20] [21] are facilitating investigations of physical phenomena associated with millivolt-level quasiparticles and excitations. Other novel spectroscopy techniques allow probing of magnetism and orbital physics in solids [18] [19] [20] [21] at or near atomic resolution. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] Finally, real-time feedback and control of the electron beam is being used for direct atom-by-atom fabrication 29 , but produces a complex data-stream that might not have a traditional image shape 30 .
The explosion in data volume, variety, and velocity resulting from the remarkable progress in instrumentation necessitate the development of equally advanced software, tools, and infrastructure to fully harness the potential in the data thereby seamlessly bridging data generation tools with modern high-performance computing (HPC) and cloud computing infrastructures [31] [32] [33] . From the data perspective, the factors that impede the progress of scientific research become evident when inspecting every stage of the lifecycle of datasets as shown in Figure 1 .
Currently, most STEM data is acquired from commercial instruments which tend to down-sample or discard the vast majority of the signal via averaging or decimation. As a consequence, crucial aspects of the sample properties are lost in the simplified signal. The down-sampled data are usually written into proprietary file formats, which impede and sometimes even preclude access to data and metadata, complicate long-term archival, obstruct sharing, and fracture the scientific communities along file formats. [34] [35] [36] The data are then transferred onto a personal computer using portable storage drives where the data is processed and analyzed using various combinations of proprietary and open-source software. The differences in structuring of data and metadata within the different proprietary files result in separate versions of similar codes for each modality or instrument vendor thereby impeding the sharing and reuse of code and data. The explosion in data volumes, due to continued development of instruments, is already rendering such modes of data transfer, conventional analysis software, and the use of personal computers [37] [38] [39] [40] raw and processed data are forgotten as they remain on the personal computer which itself is physically archived when the researcher leaves the group (or upgrades to a newer computer).
All of these sub-optimal practices not only impede conventional modes of scientific discovery but also significantly thwart data-driven discovery, which requires large volumes of well-curated and standardized data in addition to robust and versatile software. Clearly, the technology, practices, and policies that underpin each stage of the data lifecycle need to be overhauled in order to support the needs of scientific discovery. In this article, we demonstrate a data model that can represent imaging and spectroscopic data of most common sizes, dimensionalities, scientific modalities, and instrument of origin. By combining such a general data schema with the most popular open file format for scientific data, we greatly simplify data access and pave the way for standardization of data analysis codes and scalable computing. We describe our user-friendly and open-source software packages that simplify access to data, while also taking advantage of cutting-edge algorithms and tools. Finally, we discuss how the practices and infrastructure underpinning other phases in the lifecycle of a data could be modified to facilitate data-driven scientific discovery in experimental and observational science facilities.
Data formats
Many commercially available scientific instruments generate data in proprietary file formats, with each manufacturer encoding the data and metadata in a different manner. Given the frequent need for custom analysis routines, access to data and metadata outside the manufacturer's software environment is a must. However, proprietary file formats make it either challenging or impossible to guess how the information in the file is structured, thereby significantly impeding data analysis. 34, 41 Furthermore, comparison and correlation of data from multiple instruments and modalities becomes nearly impossible. Finally, the proprietary formats and software impede longterm archival and curation of data. Electron microscopes and similar other instruments are a large investment and tend to have a lifespan of several years or even decades. 42 Consequently, both the proprietary format and the software needed to access it need to survive the pace at which operating systems and computer architectures become obsolete. These problems are exacerbated for large laboratories and user facilities which need to manage software and data needs for dozens of instruments, while ensuring the efficiency of imaging workflows and allowing for data searchability and discoverability.
The solution for proprietary data formats can be broken into three components. The first is the data model, which provides an abstract representation of the data layout. The second is file format, which is the container in which the actual data is stored; such as text files (.txt), and vocabulary that would represent the metadata. The first two components are loosely coupled since a given file format may not accommodate some data models from a fundamental or a userfriendliness perspective. For example, one could store image data in a spreadsheet, but it would not be convenient. While the first two components are technical challenges, the third is a sociological challenge since a solution necessitates quorum from the entire microscopy community. 43 We structure metadata in a hierarchical manner with broad top-level topics such as instrument, sample, and user. Each parameter in the metadata can be stored as key-value pairs such as "Instrument-Acquisition-Data_Sampling_Rate" = "100000 [Hz]". The units for physical values may need to be captured in a manner that is both human-and machine-readable.
Our goal was to develop a general and versatile model for representing data, regardless of instrument of origin, modality, and dimensionality. A generalized representation enables the development of instrument-and modality-agnostic data processing and visualization algorithms.
For example, a singular value decomposition 44 or a clustering 45 
Spectrum
The simplest example is a single spectrum, such as an electron energy loss spectroscopy 
Gray-scale Image
In the case of gray-scale images such as annular dark or bright field (ADF or ABF)
imaging, the quantity Intensity, is acquired as a function of two Position parameters, X and Y of size 5 and 3 respectively as shown in Fig. 2(b) . In USID, the Position dimensions need to be collapsed along the first axis. Thus, the columns in the image would have to be arranged end-toend along the first (vertical) axis, assuming that the data was collected column-by-column and then row-by-row. Given that only a single observation, or data point was collected at each location in the image, this dataset has a single arbitrary Spectroscopic dimension that could be named arb, which varied over a single value. Thus, the (3 x 5) shaped gray-scale image is represented as a (15
This to accommodate the arbitrary spectroscopic dimension similar to the Position datasets for the spectrum example. Image distortions, drift correction, and transforms can be handled naturally in USID since the Main Dataset remains the same and changes are only applied to the Position Values dataset.
Spectral Maps
If a spectrum of length 7 was acquired as a function of a parameter, such as Electron Energy
Loss, at each location on a two-dimensional grid of positions, it would produce a three-dimensional dataset as shown in fig. 2 75 In a subsequent update to h5USID, we plan on exploring advanced use-cases where results of data processing are written into independent files, tracking provenance across multiple files, data processing on datasets present in multiple files, etc. h5USID already satisfies most of the requirements of FAIR principles 76 and we intend to satisfy all the recommendations put forward. Data stored in h5USID files is curation-ready and therefore meet the guidelines for data sharing issued to federally funded agencies as outlined by the United States Department of Energy. 
Software
The software provided with (commercial) instruments is typically proprietary or black-box in nature, which usually either precludes or significantly impedes the automation of and improvements to experiments and data acquisition. 78 Furthermore, such software packages are often inadequately equipped for advanced data analysis routines, typically do not allow users to add or edit functionality, are expensive to license and in certain cases even require hardware encryption keys. 79 In an age where experiments are becoming so complex that mere textual representation in a paper is woefully inadequate, these proprietary software exacerbate the problem, since they were not designed with traceability and reproducibility of experiments or data sharing (as now progressively being required by journals and funding organizations) in mind. 75 As a consequence, many researchers typically resort to third-party software for analyzing their data.
Though third-party data analysis software offer many important features, a few key problems remain unaddressed. First, most third-party software only read data in proprietary file formats and then perform data processing and visualization. None write results into standardized file formats, let alone develop a community standard for the data model. Second, most software are limited to analyses on simple one, two, and three-dimensional data of small sizes. Almost no software support operations on large (1 GB -1 TB) and multidimensional datasets or allows seamless scaling of computations from personal computers to HPC/cloud resources. Third, most analysis routines provided by the software are often simple and straightforward and they do not offer advanced statistical analysis or machine learning capabilities. Fourth, while many opensource software allow anyone to modify the code to suit their purposes, the ability for the average user to do so is limited by the quality of the documentation provided by developers 41, 78 and the difficulty of the programming language (for example, writing code in C / C++ 60, 61 or Pascal is noticeably harder than doing so in Python 59 or Matlab 58 ). As a consequence, it may be challenging to adopt such software, especially if the developers(s) have stopped all development or provided insufficient documentation. This is especially true of scientific software which are largely written by graduate students and postdoctoral researchers who rarely continue software development beyond their projects in academia. Fifth, many software are not laid out in an intuitive and modular enough manner to allow users to extend the software to their liking or scale the software to distribute computing over a cluster of computers. Finally, some of the available software are closed-source and therefore the algorithms used to process the data are opaque to the researcher.
We considered several programming languages such as Matlab 58 , R, python 59 , C / C++ 60,61 , C# 62 , Java 63 and Perl 64 when choosing the language for our software packages but we finally chose python for a number of reasons. 80 First and perhaps most importantly, the user-friendliness and high-level nature of python significantly lowers the barrier for researchers to learn programming.
Users can find answers to popular and even niche questions on forums. 81 Second, the Python ecosystem is rich in a variety of add-on packages for efficient numerical computing [82] [83] [84] Proprietary files generated by instruments are transformed to USID HDF5 file via Translator classes in the io subpackage of Pycroscopy. Once the USID HDF5 file is generated, the user has access to numerous analysis, visualization, and processing routines in Pycroscopy. All the file operations, data processing, and visualization operations in Pycroscopy use the io, processing, and viz sub-packages within pyUSID.
Third, the majority of the existing packages for material science and microscopy, especially for reading proprietary file formats are sometimes only available in python. Finally, unlike software like Matlab or IDL 101 , which are prohibitively expensive for use outside academia, python and nearly all relevant packages are freely available.
We have developed a science-agnostic / engineering-fundamentals python package called pyUSID that supports an imaging and spectroscopy focused, pure-science package called
Pycroscopy. The interactions between these packages is shown in Fig. 3 . Both software were developed by and for microscopists, material scientists, physicists, etc., who need and use the software instead of employing dedicated software programmers.
PyUSID
pyUSID is the python interface for USID files, specifically h5USID files. Its structure has been divided into three main sub-packages -io, processing, and viz, along the main types of functionalities it provides. The io sub-package is the primary component of pyUSID and provides several utilities and python classes that simplify reading and writing h5USID files. The
ImageTranslator and NumpyTranslator classes convert conventional image files or any data in memory into USID datasets in h5USID files. Once the data is translated to h5USID files, the functionalities in the rest of pyUSID and other USID-based scientific packages such as Pycroscopy become readily accessible. The USIDataset class gathers information from the ancillary datasets to simplify slicing, visualizing, reducing, and reshaping the flattened USID dataset to its original N-dimensional form. pyUSID also provides tools to handle transformation of complex and compound-valued datasets to real values and vice versa for compatibility with statistical analysis algorithms, which only work on real-valued data.
The Process class, provides an application-agnostic framework for formulating scientific and analytics problems into computational problems and enables piecewise and parallel processing of arbitrarily large datasets. Only the instructions for reading, writing the data in the h5USID file and the computation that will be performed on data corresponding to a single location data in the case of inherently parallel problems such as functional fitting, signal filtering, etc. needs to be provided. The Process class handles routine operations including memory management and parallelization of the computation over all available cores in a single CPU or multiple CPUs in a cluster of computers in cloud and high-performance-computing environments to significantly reduce the data processing time. The same scientific application written for personal computers will work on clusters. Since the Process class stores all necessary metadata within the h5USID file, it is also capable of checking the h5USID file for existing results from a requested computation and resuming partially-completed computations on similar or different computer architectures.
Finally, the viz sub-package of pyUSID has several plotting functions that simplify the visualization of data and generation of figures for journal publications. In addition, viz also has interactive widgets that greatly simplify the exploration of multidimensional data. pyUSID uses a strong defensive style of programming with comprehensive validation of inputs to functions with descriptive error messages in an effort to avoid accidental damage to the data files.
Empirically, the appeal and reach of a software is limited by the quality of the documentation. 78, 102 Towards this end, pyUSID provides examples for every function to guide users to not only understand and use pyUSID, but also start developing code for and using pyUSID without additional help. Additional information on pyUSID is available at https://pycroscopy.github.io/pyUSID/about.html
Pycroscopy
Pycroscopy is a python package built on pyUSID for the scientific analysis of nanoscale imaging and spectroscopy modalities such as multi-frequency scanning probe microscopy, scanning tunneling spectroscopy, x-ray diffraction microscopy, and transmission electron microscopy. Pycroscopy consists of five main sub-packages:
• io: Translator classes that translate data from various proprietary file formats to h5USID files.
• processing: physical-model-independent processing of data including statistical learning, image processing, and signal filtering.
• analysis: physical-model based (inverse) analysis of data
• simulation: (forward) modeling of physical phenomena
• viz: interactive widgets and plotting tools specific to classes in processing, analysis, and Using multivariate statistics to extract hidden trends in 4D STEM data. 112 The conventional HAADF image of the sample (left) does not reveal some of the most interesting physical features. However, applying a combination of singular value decomposition (SVD) and clustering to the complete 4D STEM dataset reveals a phase boundary in the data (right) that was almost invisible within the HAADF image. Statistical image cleaning and atom finding via Pycroscopy. 113 A stack of sub-sections of the original image was created by sliding a small window along the image. Singular value decomposition (SVD) was applied to the stack of image sub-sections to decompose the data into components with decreasing statistical significance. Reconstructing the data with only the first few (statistically most relevant) components resulted in an image with significantly reduced noise. The positions of different atomic columns in the image were semi-automatically extracted by applying clustering to the first few SVD components and using pattern-matching techniques. Fig. 5 is an example where statistical methods significantly lowered the noise in atomically resolved images and found atomic positions. 113 The ImageWindowing class in Pycroscopy was used to build a stack of sub-images by sliding a window across the image. 114 The same generalized SVD class used in the previous example was used again to decompose the data into principal components arranged in descending order of statistical significance. Reconstructing the data only using the first few physically (and statistically) relevant components resulted in a similar image with substantially reduced noise. The same Cluster class from above was used for k-Means clustering on the abundance maps from SVD to reveal similarities between different sections in the image. Once the user identified repeating patterns, that correspond to different atomic columns, algorithms in Pycroscopy were not only able to pin-point the locations of atoms but also differentiate the different atoms and the same atoms belonging to different phases in the material. Pycroscopy, we engage with user-community through online discussion forums. In addition, we lower the barrier to advanced data analytics by routinely organizing workshops [123] [124] [125] [126] [127] to educate the microscopy and the materials science communities on a broad range of topics ranging from basic python and best practices for scientific programming 128 to image and spectral analysis to machine learning and deep learning applied to material science. Figure 6 . Lifecycle of datasets for the proposed future paradigm of research. The complete rawdata stream is acquired from the instruments and written to open and standardized data formats. The raw data is transferred to a partner computational facility and rapidly analyzed on a cluster of computers. Subsequently, the raw data and results are stored methodically. Important datasets are published and made available through data catalogs. Data catalogs facilitate data driven scientific discovery and inform the next experiment.
Discussion
As mentioned earlier, careful analysis and retooling of the infrastructure, policies, and practices at each step in the lifecycle of datasets is necessary for facilitating data driven discovery in the era of big data. This article discussed our solutions for storing and analyzing scientific imaging and spectroscopy data. Here we briefly discuss suggestions for the rest of the components in the data lifecycle as shown in fig. 6 .
High throughput experimentation can be enabled by automating portions of the experiments by facilitating streaming, real-time analysis, and feedback of measured data from instruments. 105, 107 We realize that this is a challenge in STEM and other experimental sciences where commercial instruments and proprietary instrument-control software impede such automation. Nonetheless, many instruments do allow access to record and retain the complete signal before heterodyne-like detection systems down-sample the signal. Prior demonstrations of General-mode [105] [106] [107] have shown that the availability of the complete signal provides dramatic improvements to the measurement speed and detection limits in addition to being unbiased. Once the measured data and metadata are written into standardized files, the data should be transferred rapidly and reliably to a storage repository via the best possible data transfer standard. 129 Research data should be stored in robust, failure-safe file storage systems, either at a partner data / computational facility (if available) or on the cloud; with tiered remote access if desired. The large volumes of data generated by multiple instruments and used by multiple researchers collaboratively also necessitates a scientific data management software capable of searching, discovery, organization, dissemination, fine-grain access control and sharing, movement across data and computational facilities, etc.
130
Once the data is well managed, the analysis should be driven by open-source, communitydeveloped software that scale with the size of the data as well as computational resources. The barrier to the data and computational resources can be lowered through a collaborative and interactive analytics environment 131 . Relevant datasets could be peer-reviewed and awarded a digital object identifier (DOI) number and added to a catalog [132] [133] [134] which could be mined using machine learning and deep learning techniques to learn broad trends. Components such as the data storage, publishing, cataloging, collaborative analysis environment, and the distributed computing resource would fall under the purview of a partner computational facility. Other components such as the optimization and scaling of scientific analysis software, transfer of data from instruments to the repository and data streaming from instruments would require a collaborative effort between experimental and computational groups, while the remaining components are mainly the responsibility of the domain-science researchers. 135 Eventually, all stages subsequent to data acquisition may be handled in computational facilities instead of the experimental facilities similar to how the synchrotron facilities operate today. While this paper focused on the STEM community, other domains such as SPM, X-ray microscopy, etc. share similar concerns. Solutions discussed
here can be applied to many other scientific domains within and beyond microscopy.
We feel that it is the responsibility of the community (researchers, industry, funding agencies, scientific journals, etc.) to collectively define data structuring and file format standards.
After all, it is the absence of these community standards that brought about the proprietary format In certain cases, such as in user facilities in national laboratories, a set of computationally intensive analysis or processing procedure needs to be performed routinely. Such situations necessitate and can justify the development of custom software that dramatically shrinks the time to solution. A subset of the authors in this paper recently demonstrated a cross-facility software that connected microscopes to supercomputers at Oak Ridge National Laboratory to enable near real-time analysis of large STEM and SPM measurement data using a convenient push-button interface. 140 However, the sheer complexity of the undertaking meant that making changes to the software was beyond the reach of the average material scientist. Lessons and findings from this project motivated the authors towards a two-pronged solution for software wherein the aforementioned streamlined HPC software would be complemented by a closely-mirrored, community-driven software developed by microscopists that prioritized simplicity and rapid development over outright efficiency. The most commonly used and computationally expensive algorithms in the latter would be optimized and incorporated in the former effort.
Since its inception, several researchers have started using the USID and h5USID in other scientific domains such as nuclear science, mass spectrometry, and in synchrotron facilities due to the simple universality of this data model. Following how pyUSID has helped the microscopy community develop a community-driven software solution through Pycroscopy, pyUSID could either spark the development of new crowd-sourced software packages in other communities or serve as a backend in existing community-driven software packages.
The ability of pyUSID's Process class to scale computations to clusters will be critical especially for new modalities such as multidimensional and high-frame-rate 4-dimensional STEM experiments that can generate datasets upwards of 500 GB -10 TB. Such scalable computing framework will be especially beneficial for universities and national laboratories that host user facilities where the goal is typically to minimize the time spent on processing data and maximize time acquiring high quality data from instruments. We plan on gradually replacing computationally intensive portions of conventional python code with Cython, Numba 141 , C++, or graphics processing units (GPU)-accelerated code to maximize performance. We also plan on encouraging researchers to contribute to software packages by adding infrastructure that prompts users of algorithms to cite the papers where the algorithm was reported. 41 
Conclusions
In this paper, we discussed the many technical and societal challenges that impede observational and data-driven scientific discovery. Accelerating scientific discovery necessitates retooling each component along the lifecycle of a scientific dataset. We presented the Universal Spectroscopy and Imaging Data (USID) model capable of representing most commonly observed data regardless of its size, dimensionality or lack of N-dimensional form, modality, precision, or even instrument of origin. We pair USID with the hierarchical data format (HDF5) file format, which was designed specifically to accommodate very large and multidimensional scientific data, operation on high-performance or cloud-computing infrastructure, etc. We also presented two community-driven, free, open-source, and user-friendly python software packages. The first of these is pyUSID that provides tools to read and write USID data in HDF5 files in addition to utilities for visualizing and scalable processing of data. The second package is Pycroscopy, which serves as a community-hub for sharing and deploying advanced algorithms for analyzing imaging and spectroscopy data from various nanoscale modalities. We will discuss our solutions for the other phases in the lifecycle of scientific datasets in subsequent articles.
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